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L E T T E R XX.

•

Cork.

THIS is a city large and extensive, beyond my expectation. I had been taught to think worse of
it, in all respects, than it deserves ; it was described as the magazine of nastiness. And as it is
the great shambles of the kingdom, I was predisposed to credit these reports ; but it is really
as clean, in general, as the metropolis. The slaughter-houses are all in the suburbs, and there,
indeed, the gale is not untainted ; but in the city, properly so called, all is tolerably clean, and
consequently sweet. If sufficient care were taken, even the suburbs might be purged of every
thing offensive, either to the sight or smell ; for they stand upon the declivity of hills, and
down each street there is a copious flow of water, perpetually washing down the filth, from
the door of each slaughter-house into the river, which surrounds the town. The city is situated,
as Spencer graphically describes it, in his marriage of the Thames and Medway.

The spreading Lee, that like an island fair,
Encloseth Cork, with his divided flood.

This island is intersected with several canals, either natural or artificial, which, being
banked and quayed in, bring up ships almost to every street. The city, however, is mostly
composed of lanes, cutting the main streets at right angles, and so narrow, that one of them,
which is but ten feet wide, is called Broad-lane. The houses are old, and far from being
elegant in their appearance. On the new quays, indeed, there are some fair looking buildings ;
which they are obliged to weather slate. And this they do in a manner so neat as to render if,
almost, ornamental.

There are two large stone bridges, one to the north, and the other to the south, over the
grand branches of the Lee, besides several small ones, and some draw-bridges thrown over
the lesser branches or canals. There are seven churches, an exchange, a custom-house, a
barrack, several hospitals, and other public structures, yet none of them worth a second look.
I have not seen a single monument of antiquity in the whole town, nor heard a bell in any of
the churches, too good for the dinner-bell of a country squire. But here is something infinitely
better. Here is the busy bustle of prosperous trade, and all its concomitant blessings ; here is a
most magnificent temple, erected to plenty, in the midst of a marsh. For that it was originally
marsh, if there were no other evidence, the very name imports : the word Cork or Corrach
signifying palus or fen, as I learn from Lhuid’s dictionary.

A bookseller here has put this, and other tracts into my hands, which have been useful to
me in my researches. Smith’s history of Cork, quoting Stanihurst, reports that 120 years ago,
Cork was but the third city in Munster, now it is the second in the kingdom, and therefore
called the Bristol of Ireland.

Except in the article of linen, its exports are more considerable than those of Dublin. The
balance of Trade, I should conceive, to be against Dublin, the trade of which, chiefly, con-



sists in the importation of luxuries ; whereas Cork deals almost entirely in exporting the
necessaries of life, beef, pork, butter, hides, tallow, &c.

All the wealth of Munster and Connaught passes through two or three cities, which may be
said to have eaten up the surrounding country, where the wretched peasant never tastes the
flesh of the cattle which he feeds ; but subsists upon potatoes, generally without butter, and
sometimes without milk.

What proportion the trade of this city bears to that of Bristol, I have not data to form an
estimate. If we were to judge from the richness of the shops, there is here a vast inferiority. In
some other respects, Cork appears to be the greater city. In 1754 the return of houses in Cork
was 7445, in 1766 it was 8113 ; if we suppose them to have increased at the same rate since,
they are now 8614. This is placing them low, for there are great numbers of the poor legally
exempted from paying hearth-money ; and it is not the interest of the collectors to exceed in
their returns. In Bristol, and three miles round it, there are said to be but 9000 houses ; if so,
the houses in the city alone, are probably not so numerous as those of Cork.

In the reign of Edward IV. there were eleven churches in Cork ; now there are but seven.
Yet it has ever since that time been esteemed a thriving city, and in the memory of man it is
said to have been doubled. But we have already seen that the state of population cannot be
ascertained from the number of churches ; if our ancestors had not more religion than we
have, they were certainly more addicted to building religious houses.

To see the reason, why the number of churches has decreased with increasing population,
we should recoiled, that in the time of Edward IV. they had but one religion, that now they
have many ; and that the catholics outnumber all other denominations, seven to one at least.
As the Romanists adhere religiously to all their old institutions, in the number and division of
parishes, and as they have now but seven mass-houses in so large and populous a city, we
may fairly suppose that there were no more parishes in Edward’s time ; though there might
have been eleven churches, reckoning in that number the chapels belonging to the four
monasteries, which were then in Cork, viz. St. Dominick’s, St. Francis’s, the Red Abbey, and
the Cill Abbey.

It must too be observed, that though the monasteries are destroyed, the Monks remain to
this day, and have regular service in their distinct houses, as in the parish mass-houses. In all
of which they have a succession of services, on Sundays and holy-days, from early in the
morning, till late at night, for the accommodation of their numerous votaries.

Beside these eleven mass-houses, there are four dissenting meeting-houses, belonging to
Presbyterians, Anabaptists, Quakers, and French Protestants. The prevalence of the Popish
interest in Cork, may be argued from the following trivial circumstance : bidding a fellow
whom I had picked up for my ciceroni, to conduct me from the cathedral to the bishop’s
house, he asked me which bishop ? The same conclusion I drew at Kilkenny, from another
trifle ; I there heard the titular bishop greeted in the style of his dignity.

On Sunday morning early, I stepped into one of their mass-houses, and a spacious one it
was. The priest had just finished the celebration of mass. On the altar stood six candles. A
servitor came in, after the priest had withdrawn, and, kneeling before the altar, he entered the
rails like those of our chancels ; and, after kneeling again, he snuffed out two of the candles ;
then he kneeled again, and snuffed out two more ; he kneeled a fourth time, and extinguished
the fifth ; the sixth he left burning.



There were several elegant carriages standing before the door when I entered, and a prod-
igious crowd of people in the street ; as motley an assemblage of human creatures as I had
ever seen. There was a multitude of beggars imploring alms in the Irish language, some in a
high, and some in a low key. Some of them measured out tones as if singing ; but in accents
the most unmusical that ever wounded the human ear. They were worse than all the tones in
Hogarth’s Enraged Musician.—If this be a bull, consider that I am in Ireland.

Had this Rabelais of the pencil introduced an Irish beggar, he would have set Pafquali
mad. In the most perfect of human compositions, there is, you know, something still wanting
to render it complete. Pity that the influence of a Cork mendicant should be wanting, to fill up
the measure of discord, and thereby render one human production perfect.

Not content with what I saw at mass, I afterwards went to church, the steeple of which
exactly answered Shakespear’s description sloping to its foundation : which argues the fenny
bottom, whereon it stands. I was, however, delighted with the contrast I found here. The
service was, throughout, performed with the utmost decency and propriety ; they had a good
organ, and the singing was remarkably good. The embellishments of the church were neither
rich, nor studied ; but they were neat and plain ; and the audience had, truly, as much the air
of opulence and elegance, as most of the congregations in the city of London.

After service they generally betake themselves to a public walk, called the Mall ; which is
no more than a very ill-paved quay upon one of their canals, with a row of trees on one side,
and houses on the other. It is a pleasure, however, to see that they are filling up this canal, and
several others, where the water, having no current, must have become noxious to the air in hot
weather. On a bridge, thrown over this canal, is an equestrian statue of his late Majesty,
executed in bronze by an artist of Dublin. This with a pedestrian of Lord Chatham, of white
marble, and one in plaister of Paris, of king William III in the Mayoralty-house, are the only
statues in this large city. [1]

If this street were well paved, and the Mall flagged, it would be as ornamental to the town,
as agreeable to the ladies. There is another public walk, called the Redhouse walk, west of the
city, cut through very low grounds, for a mile in length, planted on each side, where the lower
sort walk ; and on leaving the Mall, I found it crowded with people, in general, very decently
dressed. Farewell.

L E T T E R XXI.

•

Cork.

MY time here I spend not unpleasantly. I am on horseback every day, and dine mostly with
gentlemen of the army. One of the coffee-houses is conducted somewhat like those in
London. The taverns are pretty good, and very cheap ; port-wine is better here than any where
else I have been, and porter is more common than in any part of England, out of London. This
article alone costs Ireland a prodigious sum ; I have heard above 40,000l. yearly. By means of
the draw-back, this liquor is sold as cheap abroad as at home. Ought it not to be the policy of
the legislature of this kingdom, to lighten, or even take off the duty on beer, in order to
encourage their own breweries ?

You may guess that Cork is a considerable city, from its having, as they tell me, a stand of
fifty sedan chairs. They have a neat theatre, built by Barry, wherein the Dublin company



exhibits during summer. The only public amusement at present is a weekly Drum, where the
company play cards, or chat, or dance, as they choose.

I was at one of these on Thursday last, and though there was no dancing, I found it very
entertaining, as I was not constrained to play cards. The ladies being perfectly well-bred, and
therefore accessible to strangers, we had a very unrestrained interchange of sentiments. It was
not, I conclude, without good reason, that Mr. Derrick says, in one of his letters, that “ he had
seen a greater number of pretty women in Cork, than ever he had seen together in any other
town.”

But whoever considers this matter dispassionately, will not find any strong temptation for
a preference, in favour of anyone place of the same kingdom, or of the one kingdom above
the other. All natural endowments seem dispensed to each in very equal proportions.

It must, at the same time, be evident to the most superficial observer, that beauty is more
diffused in England, among the lower ranks of life ; which may, however, be attributed to the
mere modes of living. There the meanest cottager is better fed, better lodged, and better
dressed, than the most opulent farmers here, who, unaccustomcd to what our peasants reckon
the comforts of life, know no luxury but in deep potations of aqua vitæ.

From this circumstance, we may account for a fact reported to me, by the officers of the
army here. They say, that the young fellows of Ireland, who offer to enlist, are more generally
below the given height, than in England. There can be no appeal from their testimony, for
they were Irish, and the standard is an infallible test.

I can see no reason why the causes which promote, or prevent the growth of other animals,
should not have similar effects upon the human species. In England, where there is no stint of
provisions, the growth is not checked, but on the contrary it is extended to the utmost bound
of nature’s original intention ; whereas in Ireland, where food is neither in the same quantity,
nor of the same quality, the body cannot expand itself, but is dwarfed, and stunted in its
dimensions.

The gentlemen of Ireland are full as tall as those of England ; the difference then, between
them and the commonality can only proceed from the difference of food. The following case
may, perhaps, tend to illustrate this matter, which, however, I only give upon uncertain
authority. In the Anatomy-house of Trinity College, Dublin, is a human skeleton, of between
seven and eight feet high. They told me, it belonged to one Magrath, an orphan, in this
county, somewhere near Cloyne. The child fell into the hands of the famous Berkeley, then
bishop of that see. This subtile doctor, who denied the exigence of matter, was as inquisitive
in his physical researches, as he was whimsical in his metaphysical speculations. When I tell
you, that he had well nigh put an end to his own exigence, by experimenting what are the
sensations of a person dying on the gallows, you will be more ready to forgive him for his
treatment to the poor foundling, whose story I am now to finish.

The bishop had a strange fancy to know whether it was not in the power of art to increase
the human stature. And this unhappy orphan appeared to him a fit subject for trial. He made
his essay according to his preconceived theory, whatever it might be, and the consequence
was, that he became seven feet high in his sixteenth year. He was carried through various
parts of Europe for the last years of his life, and exhibited as the prodigious Irish giant. But
so disproportioned were his organs, that he contracted an universal imbecility both of body
and mind, and died of old age at twenty. His under-jaw was monstrous, yet the skull did not



exceed the common size. But they shew a skull there, which, if the other members
symmetrized, does certainly bespeak a stature more than Patagonian. It was the skull of one
O’Dowd, a gentleman of Connaught, whose family, now extinct, were all above the common
size.

In the same place, I saw the skeleton of one Clark, a native, of this city, whom they call the
ossified man. Early in life his joints stiffened, his locomotive powers were lost, and his very
jaws grew together. They were obliged, for his sustenance, to pour liquids into his mouth by a
hole perforated through his teeth. He lived in this state for several years, leaning against a
wall, till at length the very organs of life were converted into bone. Account for this, Doctor,
if you can.

Cork has produced some eminent men of your faculty. Dr. O’Connell wrote upon
epidemical diseases in general, and upon those of Cork in particular. He is called by Gaubius,
the Irish Sydenham ; and his book is commended by Dr. Mead, both for the matter and the
purity of the style. Speaking of the air, he says, Dublinii tusses catarrhales multo frequent-
iores & magis epidemicæ sunt hyeme & autumno, imo et aliis omnibus anni temporibus,
quam Corcagiæ. Which he attributes to the air of Dublin being more impregnated with
fuliginous particles.

Dr. Rogers has wrote in English on the same subject, and his work, I am informed, has
considerable merit. Sir Edward Barry, now of Bath, the author of several medical tracts,
particularly one on the consumption of the lungs, is a native of this place.

Smith mentions a Dr. Lyne, whose case was very extraordinary. For the last fifty years of
his life he never glazed a window in his house ; four of which he had in his bed-chamber, two
on each side his bed. It is remarkable, that, in all that time, nobody died in the house, till he
his self was carried off, by the small-pox, at the age of eighty-five. After the windows were
glazed by his son, Death became a frequent visitor.

On Sunday, I saw, dressed in his gown, a Mr. Delacour, whose appearance attracted
attention. He seemed like the men of former times, and every thing about him bespoke some-
what out of the common line. Upon enquiry, I found he had in his youth, been author of
several poetical pieces, which had been well received ; particularly The Prospect of Beauty,
and The Progress of Poetry ; the latter of which has undergone many impressions. Farewell.

LETTER XXII.

•

Cork.

THE outlets of Cork are cheerful and pleasant ; the country around the city, on both sides the
river, is hilly, like that round Bath. The rides to Passage and Glanmire are charming, the
acclivities being decorated with a variety of handsome seats.

The harbour called the Cove is one of the best in the world ; the entrance is safe ; and the
whole navy of England may ride in it secure from every wind that blows. Ships of burden,
however, are obliged to unload at Passage, about five miles from town, the channel not
admitting vessels of above 150 tons.

It is argued, that the situation of Cork cannot be healthful, as it is built upon a marsh,
interfered with canals, and surrounded by a large river. Yet the bills of mortality, and even the



antecedent reason of the thing, prove the contrary ; for the waters in these canals are never
stagnant, but always rapid in their current, which communicates motion to the air, and
brushes off all noxious vapours that might be supposed to arise.

The island was formerly walled in to defend it against the incursions of the neighbouring
Septs, with whom it was in a perpetual warfare ; it having been originally built by the Danes,
whom the native Irish, to this very day, hold in detestation.

The high lands, which, on both sides the river, command the town, forbid it to be a place
of any defence against cannon. Accordingly we find that after a siege of but five days, and
with little or no loss, but that of the Duke of Grafton, the garrison was obliged to surrender
prisoners of war, to Churchill, afterwards Duke of Marlborough, whom King William sent
over upon his return to England, after his repulse at Limerick.

But if Cork is ill placed for resisting the calamities of war, it is happily situated for obtain-
ing the blessings of peace, by universal commerce. It is evidently most convenient for the
western world, and, what to some may appear paradoxical, it lies more advantageously for the
East Indies than any of the English ports. From this fortunate situation, Cork has grown into
such importance, as to be, one of the third-rate cities in the British empire.

If so considerable then without the aid of manufactures, what would it be with their
accession ? It is not, it cannot be any peculiar indolence of nature ; it must be from certain ill-
judged restrictions of policy that these people are not industrious. Industry is a quality almost
unknown in the nascent state of rude societies ; necessity calls it forth gradually as states
advance in civilization. If the Americans are produced as an example to the contrary, let it be
considered that those colonies never were in the ordinary state of infancy ; they were, like
Minerva, born adults.

Before Lord Strafford’s administration in this kingdom, the Irish indraped their own wool,
not only for home consumption, but for the foreign market. At that time, it became the policy
of England to make the woollen manufacture her staple ; for even so late as the reign of
Elizabeth, she was supplied from the Hans Towns. It was a dispute with them about certain
duties, which provoked the Queen to prohibit the importation of their cloths, and thus of
course set the English looms at work.

In the infancy of the manufacture, it was perhaps justifiable, upon the principles of
expediency, to suppress all competition as much as possible. But, if by tying up the hands of
the Irish, we have only employed those of the French ; if, instead of monopolizing the market,
we have furnished them with materials to supplant us at it, ought not the same motives of
self-interest, which prompted a prohibition of the manufacture of wool in Ireland, now prevail
to encourage it ?

The fact is, we have totally lost the Turkey woollen trade, and the French have got it. The
French are dispossessing us of the Portugal trade also ; their provisions being cheaper, they
can afford double the price for Irish wool that we can, and yet undersell us. Nay, such is their
demand for these raw wools, that their price is enhanced beyond the reach of the Irish manu-
facturer.

Till of late they used to export from hence, in spite of all prohibitions, considerable
quantities of coarse camblets and other stuffs to Lisbon ; but now that business is entirely
over, the French having got their wool, have also got possession of the market.



It is observed, by the best writers on this subject, that the woollen manufacture in France
rose upon the ruins of that of Ireland : her workmen, whose trade and religion were
reprobated at home, betaking themselves where both found protection and encouragement.
The propagation of the French manufacture was doubly indebted to the decline of the Irish,
first for the hands, and then for the material ; it being admitted, that the French cannot work
up their own wools for foreign markets, without an admixture of one-third, at least, of a
different staple.

France then must have Irish wool, almost at any price ; which is such a temptation to
smuggling, that not all the navy of England can prevent it ; especially, when the wool of this
country is first conveyed publicly to England, and thence clandestinely to France. But what
force can never achieve, a relaxation of the navigation laws would soon effect. The Irish
would then work up that wool they now export, and, by thus withdrawing the material, would
speedily stop the exportation of French woollens.

Such were the considerations which suggested those excellent lines, in a late letter to the
Queen, by Lord Clare ; the truth of whose painting, and the force of whose reasoning, none
can sufficiently admire who have seen Ireland, and weighed this subject.

And O! might poor IERNE hope.
In sober freedom’s liberal scope,
To ply the loom, to plough the main.
Nor see Heaven’s bounties pour’d in vain ;
Where starving hinds, from fens and rocks,
View pastures rich with herds and stocks ;
And only view forbid to taste ;
Sad tenants of a dreary waste.
For other hinds our oxen bleed ;
Our flocks for happier regions feed.
Their fleece to Gallia’s looms resign.
More rich than the Peruvian mine ;
Her fields with barren lilies strown,
Now white with treasures not her own.
In vain IERNE’S piercing cries
Plaintive pursue the golden prize ;
While all aghast the Weaver stands.
And drops the shuttle from his hands.
Barter accurst ! but mad distress
To ruin flies from wretchedness,
Theirs be the blame, who bar the course
Of commerce from her genuine source.
And drive the wretch his thirst to slake
With poison, in a stagnant lake.

Hence ports secure from ev’ry wind.
For trade for wealth, for power design’d
Where faithful coasts and friendly gales,
Invite the helm and court the sails,
A wide deserted space expand.
Surrounded with uncultur’d land.



Thence POVERTY, with haggard eye,
Beholds the British dreamers fly ;
Beholds the merchant doom’d to brave
The treacherous shoal, and adverse wave,
Constrain’d to risk his precious store,
And shun our interdicted shore.
Thus BRITAIN works a SISTER’S woe ;
Thus starves a friend, and gluts a foe,

It will, I know, be argued, that, by enlarging the woollen manufacture of Ireland, France
may lose, but England cannot gain ; for instead of one competitor, she will have two, which is
only making bad worse.

But granting it to be equal to England, whether she is undersold by France or Ireland ; it is
not equal to her, whether or no she recover those markets she has loft. And it is as demon-
strable as any political proposition can be, that no measure can be so effectual to reestablish
her at them, as admitting Ireland to manufacture her own wools. I argue thus—

Ireland can only be supposed to work up the wool file would otherwise smuggle to France,
which is one-third of the French manufacture for exportation, and without which the other
two parts could not be used for that purpose. Who then shall supply this deficiency to
foreigners ? Not the French, for the material being withdrawn, they will be disabled to export
any, consequently it will devolve on England to furnish the other two parts. France will lose
the whole three, England regain two of them, and Ireland get but one.

To invalidate this conclusion, it will be objected, that the French may get wool elsewhere,
of the same quality as the Irish. But, though this might safely be denied, we shall suppose it
to be possible, still, it must be admitted, that they must purchase it at a higher price than at
present, for if they could get it cheaper any where else, they would not deal with Ireland.
Consequently, raising the price of the material to the French, will bring them more upon a
level with the English manufacturer.

Thus far we have argued, as if the interests of France and Ireland were perfectly equal to
England. But it should be considered, that what the Irish get, we are so far from losing, that the
bulk of it finally centres with ourselves. Ireland would be as a sieve, through which the flour
would pass to England, and the bran only remain. A distinction should be made between a
natural friend, and a natural enemy : for, surely, there is some difference, whether the
dominions of George III. or Lewis XVI. abound with artificers, soldiers, and sailors, I name not
money ; for men, not money, constitute the wealth of a nation, and the strength of a crown.

The French are not only competitors, but enemies, who would first supplant us in our
trade, and then annihilate us as a people. Whatever they gain is a double loss, by exalting
France in the same proportion that it depresses England. In the day of distress, it may
possibly be felt which is the best policy, to engage this country in manufactures, civilize it by
trade, and attach it by affection, or load it with such chains of civil and religious restrictions,
that the body of the people, having nothing to lose, may hope for better, but can fear nothing
worse.

It was formerly the custom to allow each sailor to carry with him woollen goods, to the
value of 40 s. and each officer, to the value of 5l. but even this privilege is now taken away,
and no resource left for industry.



It will be said, that there is a sufficient field for industry in Ireland, if she would but manu-
facture her own home-consumption, which she now imports. This, however, is, I believe, said
without mature deliberation. Her home consumption is not a sufficient stimulus. The genius
of trade sickens at the very thoughts of restriction, and it dies upon actual restraint. Had
Ireland been prohibited the exportation of her linens, she would not, at this day, have manu-
factured sufficient for her own people : her gentry would have still depended upon Hamburgh
and Holland for their shirts and shifts, as they did within the last forty years. Nay, we may
venture to pronounce that if any embargo were laid upon the exportation of woollens from
England, it would so damp the spirit of trade, that, within a century, English gentlemen would
be clothed in foreign cloths.

The Irish are, however, very culpable in this affair, but the fault falls not upon the manu-
facturer, but the consumer. The woollen manufacture, in despite of all efforts to annihilate it,
has flourished in the city of Dublin, while it has languished every where else. But, as if the
natives wished to conspire with other agents, in banishing it thence also ; they scorn to wear a
home-spun coat. Even an attorney’s clerk must be dressed in English cloth. And such is the
contempt of Irish woollens in Ireland, that it is common with the drapers to sell for English,
those which are really Irish. It is the pride of the seller to deceive the buyer, and the fre-
quency of the deception affords him flattering proofs, that the preference given to English
cloth, is merely owing to the prejudice of his countrymen. And certainly the superior perfect-
ion to which they have brought poplins, some of which, called tabinets, have all the richness
of silk, does not discover any want of genius in this line.

At first view, one might imagine this honest deceit to be advantageous to the woollen
manufacture of Dublin ; and it evidently must be so to that of fine cloths ; yet the trade at
large suffers. For instead of working up their own excellent wools into frizes, ratteens, serges,
and coarse broad cloths, they export their raw wool, and are supplied with those coarse goods
from the north of England ; and to complete the measure of their misconduct, they import
yearly, between twenty and thirty thousand pounds value of Spanish wool, for the manu-
facture of superfines.

But nothing, surely, can be more injudicious, than to affect the higher, and neglect the
lower branches. The same value of Irish wool, with that imported from Spain, would employ,
at least, thrice the number of hands, and bring five times the neat profit to the kingdom. This,
I conceive, should be attended to by the Dublin Society. That useful body, instead of giving
premiums for the finest sort, should only give them for those of an inferior quality, into
whose composition Spanish wool is not supposed to enter.

Upon the whole, it is hard to say, whether foreign or domestic causes operate most
powerfully in wasting this fruitful country. Which, by removing unnatural prohibitions,
would not only be enabled to furnish a grand proportion of the supplies ; but, by increasing
the number of its inhabitants, would become of vast importance by reciprocal trade, and by
furnishing a breed of able-bodied men for manning out fleets, and recruiting our armies.

To-morrow, I purpose setting out for Limerick, and am, &c.

LETTER XXIII.

•

Charleville, October 16, 1775.

THIS is a poor borough, about forty-miles from Cork, and said to be mid-way between that
and Limerick. The inn, though very ordinary, is reckoned a good one. It would rather indeed



be wonderful if it were good, in a small town, without manufactures, situated in a country
without agriculture, and where the resort of travellers cannot be great.

But not to be worst, stands in some rank of praise, compared to one I had just passed
through, Charleville had an air of opulence. The village I mean is Buttevant, finely situated in
a fine country. Here was a collection of the vilest cribs, raised of dry stones, not six feet high,
interspersed with the antique towers of battered castles, and august remains of ruined
monasteries.

My communicative fellow-traveller Spencer tells me, that Buttevant was demolished, in
the reign of Edward IV. by Murrough O’Brien, who breaking forth from Thomond, at the
head of the discontented Irish, like a sudden tempest, over-ran, and laid waste Connaught,
Munster, and Leinster, whilst O’Neil was doing the like in Ulster. He soon created himself
king, and was called king of ail Ireland, as Bruce of Scotland had done in the reign of
Edward II.

From Cork to Mallow there is very little natural or artificial decoration, except in the
neighbourhood of a poor village, where the ruins of a spacious Abbey in a valley, and of a
proud little castle on the brow of a hill, are still to be seen. There some venerable oaks stretch
their long arms across the road, and from thence wind down a romantic glin, in view of a new
house of a good appearance.

The situation of Mallow is charming, it lies on this side of the Blackwater, the other side
being mostly occupied by gentlemen’s seats, richly planted, and neatly dressed. At the end of
the town is an old castle, which, with the town, belongs to a Mr. Jephson, kinsman to my kind
hostess at Tipperary. It is a borough-town, the balcony windows of which, betray all the
symptoms of decay. Without manufactures, it subsists by the precarious trade of letting
lodgings. It has a tepid spring, which is said to be a sovereign restorative ; but of late years it
has been deserted in favour of Bristol, where if the waters are not better, it must be allowed
that the accommodations are.

When at Mallow I was within thirty miles of Killarney, which by all accounts is one of the
finest scenes in Europe. Volumes have been written in its praise, but the subject seems to be
inexhaustible. I saw at Mr. Baker’s, in a manuscript ready for the press, a very poetical
description of it, though in prose, and it has lately been celebrated in verse by a Mr. Leslie.

You will say, I am dead to curiosity that could pass it by ; but consider, my dear friend,
that the season is now far advanced, that travelling is not here as in England, that roads little
frequented, but by curiosity, though said to be much improved, can neither be very good, nor
the beds free from dampness, which of all things most sensibly affects a valetudinarian.

I am even unmoved by the consideration, that this is the landskip month ; especially in this
country, where the leaves stick longer on the trees than more eastward. I shall content myself
with Mr. Fisher’s views. My object being not so much to see places and things, as men and
manners.

On this road I met an Irish funeral, one or two of which I had seen before, but this one
might have proved fatal to me, for I met it unexpectedly in turning a corner, and no sooner
did the mourners see me, than they set up a yell which frightened my horse not a little. The
cry, however, which had been originally raised on my account, ceased at sight of my danger ;
but the girls, who set it up, could not help laughing at my situation.



It is the custom of this country to conduct their dead to the grave in all the parade they can
display ; and as they pass through any town, or meet any remarkable person, they set up their
howl. A gentleman and his servant were, it seems, thought to deserve this compliment.

Being now out of danger, I can calmly inquire into the antiquity of this custom. Spencer,
so often mentioned, says that it is heathenish, and proceeds from a despair of salvation. But,
whether the custom originates from hope or despair, it is certainly very antient, and has been
practised by the Hebrews, Greeks, and Romans, “ Call for the mourning women, that they
may come,”—“ man goeth to his long home, and the mourners go about the streets,”—“ we
have mourned unto you, but ye have not lamented,” say the inspired writers.

It was formerly usual to have a bard to write the elegy of the deceased, which contained an
enumeration of his good qualities, his genealogy, his riches, &c. the burden being, O why did
he die ?As thus, O, why did he die ! who was so worthy to live ? He who sprung from the
noble blood of Heber, the son of Galium, that gallant chief !—O why did he die who was
blessed with a wife, fairest of the daughters of Scota, a wife who lives only to deplore his loss
! O why did he die before he could see his sons glorious in the field, and his daughters happy
in their loves ! O why did he die who had every means of life ? whose numerous beeves
browsed on the lawn, and whose sheep whitened the hills ! O why did he die who was lord of
the golden vale ! O ye, the objects of his bounty, his vassals loving and beloved, why —why
did ye not snatch him from death, who so often led you to glory, and brought you home
laurelled by the hand of victory ! &c. &c. The women then took up the rueful ditty, and sung
it with lamentable accents, which, from imitation of the sounds, are sometimes called
Oghunano, and Hullaloo, and from the repetition of Oh why did he die, Ogh-agus (Agus
signifying and). It is also called Keenagh, but for what reason I do not know.

As these elegies are now composed by unlettered men, they must appear ridiculous
enough. Though the band of criers which I heard, made no very musical dirge of it, it was
certainly calculated to inspire melancholy. That the custom may be ennobled by a more
elevated strain, the last book of Homer must evince ; where, we see around the corpse of
Hector, his wife, his mother, and his sister, who, as the natural mourners, alternately speak his
several praises, while the artificial mourners act the second part.

A melancholy choir attend around,
With plaintive sighs, and music’s solemn sound ;
Alternately they sing, alternate flow
The obedient tears, melodious in their woe.
While deeper sorrows groan from each full heart.
And Nature speaks at every pause of art.

The conclamatio among the Romans coincides with the Irish cry. The mulieres præficæ
exactly correspond with the women who lead the Irish band, and who make an outcry too
outrageous to be the effect of real grief ;

Ut qui conducti plorant in funere, dicunt
Et faciunt prope plura dolentibus ex animo——

That this custom was Phœnician, we may learn from Virgil, who was very correct in the
costume of his characters. The conclamatio over the Phœnician Dido, as described by him, is
similar to the Irish cry.



Lamenlis gemituque & fœmineo ululatu
Tecta fremunt——

The very word ululates, or hulluloo, and the Greek word of the same import, have all a
strong affinity to each other.

The series of ceremonies used on the night, or nights, that the corpse remains unburied, is
what they call a wake. At these wakes the Criers, or Keenaghers, sit round the corpse, which
is stretched on a bed or board, covered with white linen ; a plate of salt being placed over the
heart. The salt, I suppose, they consider as the emblem of the incorruptible part, the body
itself being the type and subject of corruption.

These wakes are meetings of merriment and festivity, to which they resort from far and
near. The old people amuse themselves in smoking tobacco, drinking whiskey, and telling
stories in the room with the corpse ; whilst the young men, in the barn, or some separate
apartment, exhibit feats of activity ; or, inspired by their sweethearts, dance away the night to
the melodious pleasing of a bagpipe ;—thus enjoying as solid pleasures as their betters at
courtly balls or midnight masquerades. I am, however, sorry to add, that such is their passion
for carousals, on these occasions, that the survivors have been sometimes beggared by the
expence.

I have heard of an old woman, who, having gathered a few guineas, chose to beg rather
than break in upon this sum, which she had hoarded up, in order, as she expressed it, to have
herself buried decently. This decency for which she was so anxious, was, that the neighbours
might be regaled, with plenty of whiskey and tobacco. So much for the Irish cry !

[1] A gentleman, whom I heard of in almost every part of Ireland I visited, has this remarkable
assertion, relative to the statue of Lord Chatham, marked in Italics, in his Tour in Ireland,
published since this letter was written, a house-painter was, at the time I was there,
actually at work painting it in oil colours.What led the sagacious and learnedWriter into
an error was this, a house-painter did paint in oil colours, the plaister statue of King
William ; which he mistook for the marble statue of Lord Chatham. Both of them have
high noses and large wigs.
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